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Butterfly card with glitter
Design and creation: Master Teacher Gerti Hofman
You will need
parchment paper (61406)
card stock shaded purple

extra small ball (10071)
perforating tools:
1-‐needle (10241)
2-‐needle (10261)
3-‐needle (10281)
semi circle (10209)
semi circle mini (10237)

tinta white (21201)
perga liners (21452)
perga colours exclusive (21432)
embossing tools:
hockey stick (10001)
large ball (10021)
small ball (10011)

sticky ink (41806)
ultra fine white pearl glitter

General
The outer-‐ and inner card are made of ordinary parchment paper. The inlay is made of card stock shaded
purple.
Tracing
White pencil: fold line. T white: straight outline, double frame lines, designs in upper and bottom border,
butterflies.
Colouring with perga liners
B16, B4: left butterfly, upper wings of left butterfly, bottom wings (mind the small spaces B5) body and
head top right butterfly. Very little B4, B15, B7: bottom wings top left butterfly, butterfly middle bottom.
Alternately B4, B16 and B15, B7: body and head top left butterfly. Very little B4, B5: upper wings top right
butterfly, right butterfly.
Painting with perga colours exclusive
Very little PCE14, PCE28: left butterfly, upper wings top left butterfly, bottom wings top right butterfly. Very
little PCE17, PCE16: bottom wings top left butterfly, butterfly middle bottom. Alternately PCE14, PCE28 and
PCE17, PE16: body and head top left butterfly. PCE10: bottom wings top right butterfly, right butterfly.
Perforating (shallow)
With perforating tool semi circle, semi circle mini, 3-‐needle and 2-‐neelde tool: according to pattern.
Embossing
With ruler and perforating tool 1-‐needle: all straight lines. With embossing tool extra small ball: lines in
wings butterflies. With embossing tool hockey stick, large ball, small ball and extra small ball: designs in
upper and bottom border. With embossing tool extra small ball: circles and semi circles in perforation
border.
Stippling
With perforating tool 1-‐needle: all swirl lines, leaves and butterfly in upper and bottom border, all lines in
wings of butterflies and balls on antennae butterflies.
Perforating (deep)
With perforating tool 1-‐neelde: all perforations again according to pattern.
Cutting
Cut out all perforations according to pattern.
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Finishing
Fold the inner and outer card. Attach the inlay to the front sheet of the inner card with double sided tape.
Thread the cards together with embroidery thread. Cut the card to size. Apply sticky ink with a mapping pen
on the stippled parts of the upper and bottom border. Sprinkle ultra fine glitter. Mind you: apply sticky ink
and glitter on small parts at one time to make sure the glitter will stick well. Let the card with glitter dry for
a night and remove the excess of glitter with a soft make up brush.
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